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The Water Recovery System (WRS) is one of the necessary
subsystems in an Advanced Life Support program. It regenerates potable
water by processing wastewater generated on a space shuttle or on a
space station. The Biological Water Processor (BWP) is one of the complex
subsections of WRS that involves processes described by continuous time
as well as discrete event dynamics. Such systems can be modeled as
hybrid dynamical systems in MATLAB/Stateflow. The following state
variables of the BWP have been simulated in MATLAB: Pressure drop
across Organic Carbon Oxidation Reactor (OCOR), Pressure drop across

nitrification reactor, nitrifier flow rate, total flow to OCOR, Gas‐liquid
separator level, feed pump modes. The developed model of the BWP can
be used for the simulation of the complete WRS and also for synthesis of a
distributed control laws for the BWP subsection.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

1.1 Advanced Life Support Program: What is it?
The Advanced Life Support program is envisioned as a part of NASA’s
future, long duration, manned space missions. These missions are
expected to last from several months to years. It is quite impossible then to
periodically re‐supply the basic necessities of life such as food and water
from the earth to the onboard crew, taking into account the long duration
of these missions [1]. This substantiates the need for the Advanced Life
Support (ALS) system. The ALS system is a combination of various
interacting subsystems designed to support human life while in space.
The design of the ALS system requires the development of various
subsystems, which can recycle water and air, recover resources from solid
wastes, grow plants for food and process raw plant products into
nutritious and palatable food [1].
In order to be efficient in their operation, the ALS system must
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regenerate desired life necessities, making optimum use of the available
resources onboard [1]. Moreover, these subsystems must be automated in
order to be operated with minimum crew intervention.

1.2 Types and Nature of Subsystems involved in ALS
The conceived ALS system for the space shuttle and international space
station includes various subsystems such as air revitalization, water
recovery, biomass production and waste recovery, crop growing and
power generation systems [1]. Each of these subsystems is to be designed
to operate relatively independent of one another, but interact through
shared resources like oxygen, carbon dioxide and water, and through
common constraints such as power supply requirements [1]. The ALS
subsystems include various interacting loops such as energy management
loop, thermal control loop, bio‐regeneration and gas transfer loop and
chemical production loop [2]. A schematic of an integrated advanced life
support system is shown in Figure 1.1.

3

Figure 1.1 Integrated Advanced Life Support (ALS) System [1]

4

1.3 Objective of Thesis and Overview
Along with the necessity of regenerating human life resources onboard,
it is also essential to minimize consumables and overall mass (payload)
in order to increase the feasibility of long duration, manned space
missions [2]. The recovery of water from the wastewater or utilized water
generated onboard plays an extremely important role in achieving both of
the objectives [3].
This thesis focuses completely on the Water Recovery System (WRS)
and the objective of thesis is to develop a distributed subsystem model for
the Biological Water Processor (BWP), which is the first subsection of the
WRS. The model for BWP is developed in MATLAB and the modeling
equations for the Reverse Osmosis (RO) subsystem are described.
The process details of four subsections of the WRS are described in
Chapter II. In Chapter III, the requirements of hybrid dynamical modeling
techniques to model WRS are explained. This chapter also discusses the
concept of discrete event system and hybrid system and how they differ
from continuous time system. In the end, Chapter III also demonstrates
how hybrid system modeling is performed in MATLAB/ Stateflow.

5

MATLAB based distributed models for different units of the BWP are
developed in Chapter IV. This chapter also describes in detail the
related physio‐chemical processes involved such as Nitrification. In
Chapter V, the process details and modeling equations for the RO
subsystem are described. A complete BWP subsystem, integrating all the
distributed models, is simulated in Chapter VI and this chapter also
includes conclusion and the scope of future work.

CHAPTER II
FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION OF THE WATER
RECOVERY SYSTEM

2.1 Water Recovery System: Description and Subsections
The human‐contributed wastewater consists of urine, flush water, hand
wash water, oral hygiene water and shower wastewater [2]. This
wastewater is collected in the wastewater tank and then it is processed by
the WRS until purified water is collected in the potable water tank. Water
collected in the potable water tank must meet the desired specifications
for reutilization purposes. The average values of the parameters of the
water collected in the Wastewater Tank are listed in Table 2.1.
Table 2.1
Parameters of water in the Wastewater Tank [2]
Average Values in Wastewater
Wastewater Parameters
Feed Tank
PH
8‐9
Conductivity (miliSiemens)
6.5‐8
Total Organic Carbon (mg/lit)
500‐800
Ammonium ion (mg/lit)
400‐800
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The WRS basically consists of four subsystems. These subsystems
are:
Biological Water Processor (BWP) Subsystem;
Reverse Osmosis (RO) Subsystem;
Air Evaporation Subsystem (AES);
Post Processing Subsystem (PPS);

The functional process flow diagram of the WRS is as shown in Figure 2.1
[2].
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Figure 2.1

Process Flow Diagram of Water Recovery System (WRS) [2]
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2.2 Biological Water Processor (BWP) Subsystem
The BWP subsystem is a two‐stage processor that treats wastewater
from the feed tank with a Total Organic Carbon (TOC) concentration in
the range of 500‐800 mg/lit and an ammonium ion concentration in the
range of 400‐800 mg/lit [2]. The effluent from the BWP has a TOC
concentration of 30‐50 mg/lit and an ammonium concentration of 80‐150
mg/lit [2]. Two different types of reactors make up the BWP. Each reactor
relies on the other to operate properly [2]. A simplified schematic of the
BWP subsystem is presented in Figure 2.2 [2].
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FT

PT 100
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Figure 2.2 Biological Water Processor (BWP) Subsystem [13]

The organic carbon oxidation reactor (OCOR) is operated anaerobically,
using nitrate as the electron acceptor for the oxidation of the organic
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material present in the wastewater [2]. Nitrate is provided by the
nitrification of ammonium ions in the tubular nitrification reactor,
which is recycled from the nitrification reactor back to the OCOR [2]. In
a denitrification system such as OCOR, the primary metabolically
produced gas is nitrogen (N2) [2]. Nitrogen, a necessary consumable
onboard spacecraft, is used to make up for atmospheric leakage [2].
The OCOR consists of a cylindrical reactor, 21.6 cm in diameter and
120.6 cm tall [2]. The reactor is packed with 1.3 cm ceramic saddles, which
serve as a support matrix for the growth of microorganisms within the
reactor [2]. Nitrate is provided as an electron acceptor by recycling
effluent from the nitrification reactor at a ratio of 10 to 20 times the
wastewater feed flow rate [2]. The primary product gases evolved in the
OCOR include nitrogen and carbon dioxide [2]. These gases are
maintained in solution by operating the OCOR at 25 psig to ensure that
the flow in the packed bed remains single phase [2].
After exiting the OCOR, the effluent is treated in the nitrification reactor
[2]. Nitrification is an aerobic process with a high oxygen demand [2]. A
tubular reactor for aerobic nitrification in a micro gravity environment has
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been developed to allow use of biological systems for wastewater
treatment on spacecraft [2]. The tubular reactor consists of eight 3.2 mm
ID, 91.4 m lengths of polypropylene tubing with co‐current air and
OCOR effluent flow [2]. Nitrifying microorganisms grow on the internal
walls of the tubing [2]. Because of the small tube diameter and the high
surface tension of the wastewater, the air/wastewater flow is gravity
independent [2]. Thus, it is expected that the fluid flow and biological
performance will be identical on earth (normal gravity) and in flight [2].
The effluent from the nitrifier is sent to an ambient pressure gas‐liquid
separator (GLS) where the majority of the water product (85 %) is recycled
back to the OCOR and a smaller stream (15%) equal to the main feed rate
is transferred to the RO subsystem for further processing [2]. The
nitrification of wastewater in the BWP results in reduction of the pH of the
wastewater as a result of oxidation of ammonium ions present in the
wastewater.

2.3 Reverse Osmosis (RO) Subsystem
The RO subsystem is a membrane‐based system that removes inorganic
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salts from the influent (wastewater stream) through a pressure‐driven
process to create two product streams: clean permeate and concentrated
brine [2]. The RO is designed to produce a constant flux of permeate
across the membrane [2]. The operating pressure ranges from 300‐800
psia [2]. A simplified schematic of the RO subsystem is presented in
Figure 2.3 [2].

From GLS

T

P4
2
Membrane
Module

P3
3
T: Tubular Reservoir
P3: Feed Pump
P4: Re‐circulation
Pump

C
4
Brine Out

Permeate Out

Figure 2.3 Reverse Osmosis (RO) Subsystem [2]

The operation of the RO has been termed as staged, semi continuous
operation [2]. It operates itself in three modes: 1) Primary mode; 2)
Secondary mode; 3) Purge mode. Fresh feed is continuously brought into
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the system; however, permeate is produced only in primary and
secondary modes [2]. Brine is flushed from the system in purge mode.
There are two recirculation loops within the RO, referred to as the primary
and secondary re‐circulation loops [2].
The feed pump (P3) admits effluent from the GLS of the BWP and
continually injects fresh feed into the RO system upstream of the
tubular purge reservoir. A multi‐position valve is used to determine
which loop is used. The valve position C‐3 indicates that the system is
operating in primary mode [2]. After 90% volumetric recovery is reached,
the system transitions into secondary mode [2]. In secondary mode, fresh
feed is continuously injected into the tubular reservoir. This pushes
already concentrated feed into a smaller, secondary recirculation loop that
continues to concentrate the feed. The valve position C‐2 indicates that the
system is operating in secondary mode [2]. Again, once the volumetric
recovery reaches 90%, the system cycles to purge mode [2].
In purge mode, the recirculation pump (P4) is turned off and fresh feed
that has been pumped into the tubular reservoir is pushed through the
secondary re‐circulation loop. Concentrated brine is pushed to the AES
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brine reservoir. By the end of the purge cycle, the secondary loop as well
as primary loop has been flushed with fresh feed. A primary cycle, a
secondary cycle, and a purge cycle make up a complete RO cycle.

2.4 Air Evaporation Subsystem (AES)
The function of the AES is to recover additional water from brine
coming from the RO subsystem in the purge mode. The AES utilizes
hot, dry air to recover water from the RO brine [2]. This is accomplished
by wetting a porous element, referred to as a wick with brine and
then evaporating the water from it using a heated air stream [2]. The
resulting solids and some residual water are left behind on the wick
element, which is consumable [2]. The air circulates in a closed loop,
which includes a chilled water heat exchanger, blower, and heater
downstream of the wick [2]. The condensate is collected in a tank; when
enough water has been collected, it is transferred to the PPS [2]. A
schematic of the AES is shown in Figure 2.4 [2].
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Figure 2.4 Air Evaporation Subsystem (AES) [2]

2.5 Post Processing Subsystem (PPS)
The PPS performs final polishing and disinfection of wastewater
streams that are already processed by RO and AES [2]. Five treatment and
disinfection steps are used to produce recovered potable water. These
steps are ion exchange (IX) treatment, photolytic or photocatalytic
oxidation, photolytic disinfection, microfiltration and residual disinfection

Brine Feed
from RO
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[2]. Wastewater, pumped to the PPS, is provided by the upstream RO and
AES subsystems [2]. These effluent streams from RO and AES are
combined so that they enter into PPS through a common inlet port [2].
A schematic of the PPS is shown in Figure 2.5 [2].
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To
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IX: Ion Exchange
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WQM: Water Quality Monitor

Figure 2.5 Post Processing Subsystem (PPS) [2]
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The water is first directed to the ion exchange (IX) beds for removal of
primarily inorganic contaminants [2]. Some organic contaminants are also
removed, but in very small amounts [2]. The IX beds are packed with
mixed anion/ cation IX resin for removal of the inorganic impurities [2].
Downstream of the IX beds, the water flows through a commercial
membrane contactor for saturation of the water stream with dissolved
oxygen [2]. A commercial oxygen concentrator separates oxygen from the
ambient air and supplies the oxygen gas to the membrane contactor with
an average purity of 96% [2]. Oxygen gas from one side of the membrane
diffuses across the membrane into the water stream, saturating the stream
with 30 to 40 mg/lit of dissolved oxygen [2]. A series of commercial
ultraviolet (UV) lamp reactor assemblies remove organic contaminants
and provide disinfection [2]. The first UV reactor has a 185 nm wavelength
and oxidizes trace organics to carbon dioxide and water [2]. A second 185
nm reactor is usually unpowered, and is activated only during high TOC
events [2]. A third UV reactor with a wavelength of 254 nm is used for
disinfection [2].
The product quality is checked using online instrumentation that
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continuously measures the TOC concentration and electrical conductivity
[2]. A 0.2μm filter, downstream of the photolytic reactors, is used to
remove microorganisms by filtration [2]. The recovered water is next
passed through a microbial check valve (MCV) to provide a residual
disinfectant to the recovered water [2]. The MCV adds iodine to the water
at concentrations of 2‐5 mg/lit [2]. This prevents microbial growth in the
potable water tank [2].

CHAPTER III
MODELING PARADIGMS FOR CONTINUOUS‐TIME
AND DISCRETE‐TIME SYSTEMS

3.1 Need for Hybrid System Based Modeling Techniques
The support for a human life in the hostile environment of space
critically depends on a set of complex technical systems that involve
biological and chemical processes [4]. As described earlier, the ALS
system contains multiple, complex interacting subsystems, such as a
water recovery system, an air revitalization system, a power generation
system, a thermal control system, a biomass production system, a food
production system and a solid waste collection and conditioning system
[4]. These subsystems involve a number of interacting control loops.
Moreover, these loops cover multiple physical (energetic) domains and
operating regimes, and operate at multiple time scales [4].
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An effective way to describe the behavior of each subsystem is to model
it as a hybrid dynamical system, which captures both continuous time and
discrete event dynamics associated with a subsystem [4]. The
distributed models of each subsystem are then integrated to get the hybrid
system model of the complete WRS.
In order to get familiar with an idea of hybrid system modeling, the
concept of discrete event system and hybrid system is defined along with
their formal definitions.

3.2 Continuous Time Systems and Discrete Event Systems
In continuous‐time systems, the state of the system generally changes or
evolves as time changes. This is particularly evident in discrete‐time
models, wherein clock is what drives a typical sample path. With every
clock‐tick, the system state is expected to change, since state variables of
the system continuously changes with time [5].
This property makes them time‐driven system and in this case, the
time variable (t for continuous time and k for discrete time) is a natural
independent variable which appears as the argument of all input, state
and output functions [5]. The conventional continuous time systems
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are represented by the differential equation [5],
(3.1)
where, x is the continuous state of the system, u is the continuous
control, and ƒ is a (typically Lipschitz continuous) function [5]. The state
space and the control space are continuous sets, e.g.

and

,

respectively. The state and control are defined over the continuous time
axis, and thus, can be represented mathematically [5]:
(3.2)
Thus, in the case of continuous‐time systems:
1) The state space is always a continuous set.
2) The state transition mechanism is time‐driven. The state evolution of
the system takes place as time progresses.
On the other hand, discrete event systems are discrete state, event‐
driven systems wherein the state evolution of the system depends entirely
on the occurrences of asynchronous discrete events over time.
An event may be identified with a specific action taken (e.g. somebody
pressing a button) or it may be viewed as a spontaneous occurrence
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dictated by nature (e.g. a computer goes down) or it may be the result of
the specific condition that is suddenly met (e.g. the tank level exceeding
the desired value). The sample paths or state trajectories of discrete‐event
systems are typically piecewise continuous functions of time and
conventional differential or difference equations are not suitable to
describe such discontinuous behavior.
A discrete event system is generally represented by the following
equation,
q+ = g (q,v)

(3.3)

where, q is the discrete state of the system, v is the discrete control, g is
the transition function, and q+ denotes the new state of the system. The
state space and the control space form finite sets [5].
q: { q1, q2, …, qN }

(3.4)

v: { v1,v2,…, vK }

(3.5)

Thus, in the case of discrete‐event systems,
1) The state space is not a continuous, but a discrete set.
2) The state transition mechanism is event‐driven.
A behavior of a discrete event system is modeled by a ‘Language’. Any
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discrete‐event system has an event set E associated with it. The set E is
thought of as the alphabet of a language and event sequences are thought

of as words or strings in that language. The length of a string is the
number of events contained in it, including the multiple occurrences of the
same event. A language defined over an event set E is a set of finite‐length
strings, formed from events in E. A language may be thought of as a
formal way of describing the behavior of a discrete‐event system. It
specifies all admissible sequences of events that the discrete‐event system
is capable of processing or generating.
An automaton is a device that is used to represent a language according
to well‐defined rules. Automata can further be classified as deterministic
or non‐deterministic depending on whether the state space set is a known
set or is a set predicted probabilistically using a probability distribution
function. However, this discussion is limited to deterministic automaton
only.
Deterministic Automaton: A deterministic automaton, denoted by G,
is a six tuple [6],
G= (X, E, ƒ, Γ, X0, Xm)

(3.6)
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where,
X: is the set of states
E: is the finite set of events associated with the transitions in G
ƒ: the transition function: ƒ (x ,e) = y means that there is a transition
labeled by event e from state x to state y.
Γ: is an active event function (or feasible event function); Γ (x) is the set of

all events e for which f (x, e) is defined and it is called the active set of G
at x.
X0 : is the initial state
Xm ⊆ X : is the set of marked states

3.3 Introduction to Hybrid Systems
Hybrid systems are dynamic systems, which involve both discrete event
and continuous time based components [6]. Many hybrid systems may be
viewed as consisting of a lower‐level component that corresponds to time‐
driven (continuous) physical processes, and a higher‐level component
with event‐driven dynamics is called upon to coordinate by switching
between different process operating modes [6]. Such systems arise
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naturally in many applications of automatic control when a physical
(continuous) plant is controlled by a finite set (discrete) of controls and it
becomes necessary to capture the hybrid behavior of a system,
particularly when the continuous and the discrete components of the
system interacts in a way that influences the overall system performance.
Moreover, capturing such hybrid dynamics becomes extremely important
in the applications where immediate control actions must be taken to
counter fault conditions occurring in the system as any fault arising in the
system can well be considered as an occurrence of an event and can be
modeled using discrete event theory. Such examples are omnipresent in
today’s society [5] and to get a better insight of this, a few contemporary
applications, which involve hybridness are listed.
Air Traffic Management: A finite set of maneuvers such as speed change,
short cut, and detour are used by the air traffic controller to obtain a
conflict‐free flight environment in which the aircraft meets their dynamic
and other constraints [5].
Chemical Process Control: To produce a substance, an instruction
sequence is designed, in which each instruction could involve one or
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more continuous control elements (e.g. keeping a reference temperature
constant while a chemical reaction takes place)[5].
Communication Networks: Large data flows are conveniently modeled as
continuous variables (in order to reduce the model complexity), while
traffic control mechanisms such as routing induce discrete controls [5].
Embedded Control: A microcomputer embedded in a physical device has
an inherently discrete behavior (e.g. due to finite‐precision computations
and quantization of signals), but it interacts with a continuous
environment through actuators and sensors [5].
Engine Control: A four‐stroke gasoline engine is naturally modeled
using four discrete modes corresponding to the position of the pistons,
while the combustion dynamics and the power train dynamics are
continuous [5].
Robotics: A manipulator is accurately governed by continuous dynamics,
but impacts and load shifting cause discrete and asynchronous changes
[5].
In classical control design, it is common to separate the event‐driven
dynamics and the continuous‐time dynamics for purpose of analysis and
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in the design of a system [5]. In a manufacturing process, one can model
the processing of individual machines by their service times [5]. In this
way, the composed discrete‐ event system for the whole production line
can be represented by a Petri net and analyzed using queuing theory [5].
The control performance and quality assessment of each machine is
modeled using continuous dynamics [5]. The continuous feedback control
is constrained by the service time specifications [5]. If they are fulfilled, the
higher‐level discrete event system is a suitable model for the overall
evolution of the manufacturing system [5].
However, in many cases, the separation of asynchronous and
synchronous controls lead to a conservative design [5]. In the
manufacturing example, this could result in large buffers and inefficient
use of the machines [5]. If instead, all the dynamics and the
interactions in the manufacturing process are captured within one
single hybrid model, it is possible to optimize the overall behavior and
thus, achieve a high‐performance system design [5].
3.4 Hybrid System – Formal Definition
Hybrid systems are defined using Hybrid Automata, which may be
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represented as a directed graph with continuous dynamics in each node
[6]. The continuous flow evolves according to the differential equation
specified in the current node of the graph [5]. When certain conditions are
fulfilled, a discrete transition may take place from one node to another if
the nodes are connected by an edge. The continuous flow is then forced to
satisfy the differential equation in the new node. Depending on the
number of discrete states (nodes) and the differential equation in each
state, the hybrid automaton may show a more or less complex behavior.
Hybrid Automata
A hybrid automata, H, is a collection of [6]
H= (V, X, ƒ, Init, Inv, Jump)

(3.7)

V: Discrete modes: A finite set V is called the discrete modes. It
represents the discrete dynamics of H [6].
X: Continuous Variables: A finite ordered set X={x1, x2,…, xn) , n > 0 , of
real valued variables are called the continuous variables [6].
ƒ: Vector field: A function ƒ is called vector field. It defines the continuous
flow in each discrete mode through a differential equation [6].
Init: Initial Condition: The initial condition is a set Init that defines the
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initial state of H. A state of the hybrid automaton is a pair (V, Z) that
consists of a discrete mode V and point Z being the value of X [6].
Inv: Invariant Condition: The set Inv is called the invariant condition.
As long as the discrete mode of H is in V, the state must belong to Inv [6].
Jump: Jump Condition: A set valued function Jump is called the Jump
Condition. It specifies if a jump from one discrete mode to another is
possible and what new value should be assigned to the continuous
variable after the jump [6].

Hybrid System Model – An Example [5]
A simple hybrid control system model is developed, which illustrates
how continuous and discrete signals may interact [5]. The example
describes the problem of maintaining the temperature T of a room at
some desired level (~190 C). If the radiator is off, the temperature
dynamics are given by [5],
(3.8)
and if it is on, the temperature dynamics are given by [5],

(3.9)
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Figure 3.1 Hybrid System Model of the Heating of a Room [5]

When the thermostat turns on the radiator, the hybrid system jumps
from the off to the on state through the discrete transition turn_on [5]. It
jumps back again when the thermostat turns off the radiator [5]. The
temperature, T, which is a continuous‐time variable, is governed by
one of the two differential equations depending on the current discrete
state of the radiator [5].
As stated previously, it is convenient to represent a hybrid system
by a graph [5]. The hybrid system model describing the above
phenomenon can be represented by drawing the graph as shown in
Figure 3.1. The two circles in the figure represent the two discrete
modes of the system: the radiator is either off or on. As long as the
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radiator is off, the process dynamics is described by the equation in the
left circle [5]. When the event marked turn_on is triggered, the discrete
state of the system jumps from the off to the on mode [5]. The
transitions are represented by the upper and lower edges of the graph
[5]. The events turn_on and turn_off can be triggered by either external
or internal signals [5].
If events are triggered by internal signals, then these internal signals
depend on the state of the hybrid system [5]. If a thermostat is used as
controller, an internal trigger can then be created by identifying the
event turn_on with the logical condition T < 18 and the event turn_off
with the condition T > 20. For such a hybrid control system, the
discrete transitions can take place only when these boolean expressions
are true [5]. The state evolution of the hybrid control system is shown
in Figure 3.2.
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Figure 3.2

Evolution of the Continuous and Discrete States of the Hybrid
Control System in Figure 3.1 [5]

3.5 Hybrid System Simulation
Computer simulation proves to be an important tool for the analysis
and design of hybrid control systems, particularly since the complexity
of these systems limits the application of analytical methods [5].
Hybrid systems are, in general, difficult to simulate due to the non‐
smooth characteristics of the state evolution. Therefore, specific classes
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of numerical solvers have to be used in order to get efficient and
accurate results. Software tools for hybrid systems include Dymola,
gPROMS, OmSim, SHIFT, and Stateflow in MATLAB [5].

In this thesis, the BWP Subsystem of the WRS has been modeled in
MATLAB with the help of Stateflow. Moreover, all the remaining
subsystems of the WRS, the RO subsystem, the AES and the PPS
exhibit semi‐continuous, staged operation and the dynamics of these
subsystems can also be captured with the necessary details in
MATLAB/Stateflow.
3.6 STATEFLOW – MATLAB Based Hybrid System Simulation Tool
Stateflow is a MATLAB/Simulink toolbox for constructing
hierarchical state machines to represent discrete‐state and discrete‐
event behaviors in dynamic systems [7]. Stateflow diagrams can be
connected to continuous‐state blocks in Simulink to model hybrid
dynamic systems, systems with both continuous‐state variables and
discrete‐state variables [7]. These models can then be used to
investigate the hybrid behavior of the system under various operating
scenarios by simulation [7].
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Elements of Stateflow:
Statecharts are visual models of discrete‐state transition systems
based on hierarchical finite state machines [7]. Stateflow diagrams are
statecharts enhanced by a number of features to model discrete‐state
behaviors within a Simulink model of dynamic a system [7]. The main
elements of the Stateflow diagrams shown are described below with
reference to the simple stateflow diagram in Figure 3.3 [7].
States – States are represented by rectangles [7]. These are the discrete
conditions that can exist at the end of each execution of the chart state‐
transition logic [7]. A state (parent or superstate) can have substates
(children) [7].
AND Substates, indicated by dashed lines, are active simultaneously
when the parent state is active [7]. (e.g., States B1 and B2, the children
states of state B in Figure 3.3).
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Figure 3.3 A Stateflow Diagram [7]

OR Substates, indicated by solid lines, however, are mutually exclusive
[7]. Exactly one OR substate is active when the parent state is active (e.g.,
states A,B and C in Figure 3.3 ) [7].
Transitions – Transitions are represented by arrows and they define state
transition relations for the chart [7]. The transition label defines when that
transition can occur and what actions are taken when the transition
occurs [7].
The syntax for the transition labels is:
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Event[condition][condition_action] / transition action [7]
A transition fires if the source‐state is active, the associated event
occurs and the condition on the transition is executed [7]. When no events
or conditions are associated with the transition, the transition will fire
when any event occurs [7]. Initial transitions (without any input states) are
used to specify the first substate in an OR substate group to become active
when the parent state becomes active (e.g., states A, B1a, B2a in Figure 3.3)
[7]. In so called history superstates, identified with an encircled H (e.g.
state B1 in Figure 3.3), the last substate which was active in the OR
substate group becomes the active state when the superstate becomes
active again [7].
Events: Events are signals (input or local) that force transitions to fire [7].
Input events cause the chart to be evaluated. Local events generated
when transitions can cause other transitions in the chart to take place
(e.g. the event fire in Figure 3.3) [7].
Conditions: Conditions are logical expressions in terms of input or
internal variables that specify additional requirements for a transition
to occur [7].
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Actions: Actions are MATLAB statements associated with states or
transitions [7]. An action is executed if the related transition or if the
related state becomes active or inactive, depending on the kind of action
(entry, during and exit actions; e.g., state C in Figure 3.3) [7].
Junctions: Junctions, indicated by circles, are used to create logic trees
that can connect one source‐state to multiple destination states [7].
Junctions can be used to create less congested Stateflow diagrams by
combining the common logical elements of firing conditions for several
transitions from a common source‐state into a single arc [7]. For example,
state B1a is connected to both B2b and B2c in Figure 3.3 using a junction
[7]. Only one source‐to‐destination path is required to define a state
transition in a tree created by arcs and junctions [7].
Stateflow Semantics:
Although transitions may occur simultaneously in idealized
mathematical semantics for statecharts (and an execution engine could
be built to reflect such semantics), Stateflow diagrams are executed in
Simulink using sequential evaluation semantics for the transitions [7].
Sequential evaluation means that when an event occurs, the effect of the
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event is evaluated one transition at a time [7].
If the conditions are such that a transition will occur, then the transition
occurs (meaning the source‐state is deactivated and the destination state is
activated) before further transitions are evaluated for the same event [7].
Clearly, sequential evaluation can lead to a different set of active states at
the end of the evaluation than the set of active states that would have been
reached had the transitions been evaluated using simultaneous transition
semantics [7].
Event broadcast refers to the sequential evaluation of the transition
conditions for a given event in a stateflow diagram [7]. A transition is
evaluated as a candidate for firing when its source‐state is active [7]. A
search for active states is conducted through the state hierarchy [7]. At
each level in the hierarchy, the states are evaluated according to their
relative location in the chart. States and transitions are evaluated in order,
and transitions are fired when possible, until the complete Stateflow
diagram is processed for a given input event [7]. The Stateflow module
will then wait for the next input event to occur and the process will begin
again [7]. Simulation time stands still during the event broadcast process
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[7].
Junctions are considered as part of the transition processing logic [7]. In
Stateflow terminology, when there are junctions along the outgoing arcs
from an active state, a “transition” refers the complete processing of a
sequence of arcs from the active state to a destination state [7].
The outgoing arcs from a junction are processed using the clockwise
rule [7]. There can be flowcharts (sequence of arcs through junctions) that
terminate a junction [7]. (i.e., no destination state is defined). In this case,
no state transition occurs, but all condition actions along the junction
sequences are executed [7].
Local Event broadcast occurs when an event is triggered by an action
inside the Stateflow module itself [7]. When a local event occurs,
processing is stopped for the event that triggered the local event, and the
new event is processed, starting at the top of the state hierarchy [7].
Processing of the triggering event is resumed when the local event
processing is completed [7]. The scope of the local event is essential to the
broadcasting event. For example, if a local event has the scope within State
A, when it is triggered, Stateflow will only consider State A and its
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children, even when the transition that called that event is not inside State
A. Local event broadcast can be nested, that is, a local event can trigger
another local event, and so on [7].

CHAPTER IV
MODELING OF THE BIOLOGICAL WATER PROCESSOR

The Biological Water Processor (BWP) is the first subsystem of the WRS
to process wastewater from the feed tank. The distributed modeling
approach is followed to model the BWP. The distributed models for the
following units of BWP have been developed:
‐

Organic Carbon Oxidation Reactor (OCOR)

‐

Nitrification Reactor

-

Gas‐Liquid Separator (GLS)

-

Recycle Pump

-

Feed Pump and its different modes

4.1 Organic Carbon Oxidation Reactor (OCOR)
The flow of wastewater through the OCOR is modeled by Darcy’s law.
Darcy’s law is a mathematical relationship discovered by the French
Engineer Henry Darcy, which governs the flow of water through porous
media or the flow of other fluids through permeable material. The flow
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through the OCOR (packed bed) can be approximated as flow through
a bundle of cylindrical capillary tubes with the tubes following tortuous
paths as shown in Figure 4.1.

Z1

Z2
Fixed Reference

Figure 4.1 Wastewater Flow through the OCOR

Using Darcy’s law, one can write,

KA (h1-h2)
Q = ----------------L

where,

(4.1)
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P1
h1= ‐‐‐‐ + Z1
ρg

(4.2)

and

P2
h2= ‐‐‐‐ + Z2
ρg

and where,
Q – Volumetric flow rate, m3/s
K – Hydraulic Conductivity of the packed bed, m/s
A – Cross‐sectional area of OCOR, m2
h – Hydraulic head, m
ρ – Density of water, kg/m3
g – Gravitational constant, m/s2
L – Length of packed bed, m
P1 – Inlet pressure of wastewater at the entrance to the OCOR, Pa
P2 – Outlet pressure of wastewater at the exit of the OCOR, Pa
Z1 – Elevation of bottom end of OCOR from a fixed reference, m

(4.3)
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Z2 – Elevation of upper end of OCOR from a fixed reference, m
Substituting (4.3) and (4.2) into (4.1),

Q=

- (KA)
-----L

P2
---- + Z2 ρg

P1
--- + Z1
ρg

(4.4)

P2
---- + Z2
ρg

P1
---- + Z1
ρg

(4.5)

[ P2 + Z2(ρg) ]- [ P1 + Z1(ρg)]

(4.6)

where,

QL = - (KA)

QL(ρg) = - (KA)

--

QL(ρg)
--------- = - [ P2 + Z2(ρg) ]- [ P1 + Z1(ρg)]
(KA)

(4.7)

QL(ρg)
--------- =
(KA)

(4.8)

[ P1 + Z1(ρg)] - [ P2 + Z2(ρg) ]
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QL (ρg)
(P1 – P2) = ------------ - Z1 (ρg) + Z2 (ρg)
(KA)

QL (ρg)
ΔP = ‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐ ‐ Z1 (ρg) + Z2 (ρg)
(KA)

(4.9)

(4.10)

where,
ΔP – Pressure drop across OCOR

Specifications and Data for OCOR:
We assume:
Shape : Cylindrical Reactor
Diameter = 0.216 m
Height = 0.1206 m
Packing Material : Ceramic Saddles
Operating Pressure = 25 psig
(Depending on Feed Pump modes there are four different values for the
flow rates.)
Q = Q1= 16 ml/min = 2.6667 x 10‐7 m3/sec (normal flow rate)
Q2 = 8 ml/min = 1.3333 x 10‐7 m3/sec
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Q3 = 4 ml/min = 0.66667 x 10‐7 m3/sec
Q4 = 32 ml/min = 5.3333 x 10‐7 m3/sec
ρ = 1000 kg / m3
g = 9.8 m/sec2
L = 1.206 m
A = 0.06 m2
K = 10‐2 m/sec
Z1= 1 m
Z2= 2.206 m

Figure 4.2 Simulink Block Diagram of the Organic Carbon Oxidation
Reactor (OCOR)
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Figure 4.3 Simulink Block Diagram for the Calculation of Pressure Drop
across the Organic Carbon Oxidation Reactor (OCOR)

4.2

Nitrification Reactor ‐ Introduction to Nitrification

Biological nitrification is the conversion or oxidation of ammonium ions
to nitrite ions (NO2‐) and then to nitrate ions (NO3‐) [9]. During the
oxidation of ammonium ions and nitrite ions, oxygen is added to the ions
by a unique group of organisms, called nitrifying bacteria [9]. Although
there are many organisms capable of oxidizing ammonium ions and
nitrite ions, the principle organisms responsible for most nitrification
processes are two genera of nitrifying bacteria. Nitrosomonas and
Nitrobacter [9].
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These nitrifying bacteria are called Chemolithographs as they use
inorganic compounds or wastes (from the wastewater stream) to obtain
energy for cellular activity and cellular growth [9]. The genera of these
bacteria possess special enzymes and cellular structures that permit them
to achieve significant nitrification [9]. The genera of nitrifying bacteria that
oxidizes ammonium ions to nitrite ions are prefixed Nitroso‐ and the
genera of nitrifying bacteria that oxidize nitrite ions to nitrate ions are
prefixed Nitro‐ [9].

2 NH4+ + 3O2

Æ 4H+ + 2NO2‐ + 2H2O

2NO2‐ + O2

Æ

2NO3‐

(Nitrosomonas)
(Nitrobacter)

The chemical reactions during the nitrification process occur inside
living cells or bacteria [9]. As a result, they are called biochemical
reactions [9]. The oxidation of ammonium ions and nitrite ions requires
the presence of dissolved oxygen. The required oxygen for the nitrification
reaction is supplied by the Air Revitalization Subsystem (ARS). However,
the interactions between the subsystems are not being modeled, assume
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that the presence of required quantity of dissolved oxygen is present in
the wastewater, which is passed through polypropylene tubes of
nitrification reactor.
The ammonium ions are generated in wastewater due to hydrolysis of
urea and degradation of organic‐nitrogen compound [9]. Urea
(NH2CONH2) is a major chemical component of urine.
Urea degrades quickly in water through bacterial activity [9]. This
hydrolysis of urea (splitting of a molecule with the addition of water
through bacterial activity) of urea splits the urea into smaller compounds
and releases ammonium ions [9].
The hydrolysis of urea is represented by the chemical equation [9],
CO (NH3)2 (aq) + H2O (l) Æ CO2 (g) + 2NH3(g)
The nitrification process is represented by the following reactions [9]:
NH4+ + (3/2) O2 Æ NO2‐ + H2O + 2 H+ (Nitrosomonas)
NO2‐ + O2 Æ

NO3‐ (Nitrobacter)

The overall reaction is [9]:
NH4+ + 2 O2 Æ

NO3‐ + 2 H+ + H2O
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Thus, two H+ equivalents are released per mole of ammonium‐nitrogen
that is nitrified.

4.3 Modeling of the Nitrification Reactor
The model of the nitrification reactor represents the dynamics of
nitrification process in terms of the volumetric flow rate and pressure
drop across the nitrification reactor. The wastewater stream leaving the
OCOR enters into the nitrification reactor. The total flow of wastewater
influent entering into a nitrification reactor is actually a two‐phase flow as
it involves gases evolved in OCOR. Primarily, these gases are carbon
dioxide (due to oxidation of TOC in OCOR) and nitrogen (due to
denitrification process taking place in OCOR). Hence, the model for the
nitrification reactor is developed using the Beattie Pressure Drop Model
[10].

dp
2fG2
ΔP = ‐‐‐‐‐‐ = ‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐
dx
ρH (Dtube – 2Lf)

where,

(4.11)
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ΔP= dp/dx = Pressure drop, Pa/m
f = Fanning friction factor
G = Total mass flux, kg/sec‐m2

ρH = Homogeneous density of wastewater, kg/m3
Lf = Biofilm Thickness, m
D_tube = Diameter of polypropylene tube, m

In order to compute Pressure drop using Beattie model, one needs to
evaluate the following parameters.
Homogeneous density of wastewater (ρH)
Fanning friction factor (f)
Biofilm thickness (Lf)
These parameters are mathematically calculated as follows,

4.3.1

Homogeneous Density [10]

( ρgas ). ( ρliquid )
ρH = ‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐
( Xgas. ρliquid ) + ( 1‐Xgas ). ρgas

(4.12)
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where,
ρliquid = 1000 kg/m3
Xgas = Flow quality of gas = ratio of mass flow rate of gas to the flow rate =
0.004

Figure 4.4 Simulink Block Diagram for Calculation of Homogeneous
Density
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The Density of gas fraction (ρgas) is calculated as follows:

4.3.2 Density of Gas Fraction

From Ideal gas law,
Pabs
ρgas = ‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐
(Rair)(T)
where,
Pabs = Pgauge + Patm ,
Patm = 14.7 psi
Rair = 287 N‐m/Kg‐K
T = 273 + 20 = 2930 K

(4.13)
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Figure 4.5 Simulink Block Diagram for Calculation of Density of Gas
Fraction Present in the Wastewater Stream Entering into the Nitrification
Reactor

4.3.3 Fanning Friction Factor [10]
16
f = ‐‐‐‐‐‐
RTp
where,
RTp = Reynolds number for two phase wastewater flow [10],

(4.14)
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RTp =

(D_flow) G
‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐
μTP

(4.15)

where,
μTP = Two phase viscosity, N‐sec / m2
D_flow = Diameter available for flow, m
D_flow = ( D_tube – 2 Lf)
We assume,
D_tube = 0.032 m

(4.16)
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Figure 4.6 Simulink Block Diagram for Calculation of Fanning Friction
Factor

In order to compute Fanning friction factor (f), one must calculate Two
Phase Viscosity (μTP ), Total Mass Flux (G) and Biofilm Thickness (Lf).

4.3.4 Two Phase Viscosity [10]
μTP = μLiquid[(1 – β) (1 + 2.5β)] + (μgas)β

(4.17)

where,
μLiquid = Dynamic viscosity of liquid (water)= 0.00002 N‐sec / m2
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μgas = Dynamic viscosity of gas = 10‐3 N‐sec / m2
β – void fraction, [10]
( ρliquid)(Xgas)
β = ‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐
( ρliquid)(Xgas) + (ρgas)( 1‐Xgas )

(4.18)

Figure 4.7 Simulink Block Diagram for Calculation of Two Phase
Viscosity

4.3.5 Total Mass Flux
The Total Mass Flux (G) depends on the individual flow rates of the gas
and liquid phase. Mathematically, it is expressed as [10]:
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4 [( ρliquid )( Qliquid ) + ( ρgas )( Qgas )]
G = -----------------------------------------------π ( D_tube – 2Lf )2

(4.19)

Figure 4.8 Simulink Block Diagram for Calculation of Total Mass Flux

4.3.6 Biofilm Thickness (Lf)
The Biofilm thickness is estimated as [8]:

JY
Lf = ‐‐‐‐‐‐‐
Xf b’
where,

(4.20)
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J = Substrate flux into the biofilm surface
Y = True yield coefficient
Xf = Biofilm density (mg/cm3)
b’ = Overall biofilm specific loss rate [8],

b’ = b + bdet
bdet = Specific biofilm‐detachment loss coefficient

Data [8]:
Y = 0.25
b = 0.05
k= 2
K = 0.57

(4.21)
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Figure 4.9 Simulink Block Diagram for Calculation of Biofilm Thickness

Substituting the evaluated parameters Homogeneous density (ρH),
Fanning friction factor (f), Biofilm thickness (Lf) in equation (4.11), it can
be rewritten as:
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dp
32 f [(ρliquid)(Qliquid) + (ρgas)(Qgas) ]2
ΔP = ‐‐‐‐‐ = ‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐
dx
π2 ρH (D_tube – 2Lf)5

(4.22)

Figure 4.10 Simulink Block Diagram for Calculation of Pressure Drop
across Nitrification Reactor
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Figure 4.11 Simulink Block Diagram for Calculation of Flow and Pressure
Drop across Nitrification Reactor
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4.4 Introduction to Biofilms
Biofilms are layer like aggregates of microorganisms and their
extracellular polymers attached to a solid surface [8]. They are naturally
immobilized cells, which occur ubiquitously in nature and are
increasingly important in engineered processes used in pollution control,
such as trickling filters, rotating biological contactors, and anaerobic filters
[8]. Biofilm processes are simple, reliable, and stable because their natural
immobilization allows excellent biomass retention and accumulation
without the need for solids‐separation devices[8].
Biofilms exhibit following important characteristic, which has to be
considered explicitly in microbial kinetics [8]: Biofilms, as a result of its
microbial aggregation, can create significant gradients in substrate
concentration [8]. Because the mass transportation of substrates from
outside the aggregate to its inside is driven by the concentration gradient,
bacteria on the inside of the aggregates are often exposed to substrate
concentrations substantially lower than at the outer surface [8]. Substrate
refers to the food used by bacteria to obtain carbon and energy for cellular
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activity and cellular growth or reproduction [8]. Therefore, the rates of
substrate utilization and cell growth are not uniform, but they depend on
the cell’s location within the aggregate [8].
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4.5 Specific Biofilm‐Detachment Loss Coefficient
The value of the biofilm‐detachment loss coefficient depends on the
biofilm thickness. The dynamics are modeled as shown in Figure 4.12.

Figure 4.12 Stateflow Block Diagram for Calculation of Specific Biofilm‐
Detachment Loss Coefficient Based on the Range of Biofilm Thickness
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4.6 Nitrification Reactor (Integrated Block Diagram):
The integrated block diagram of nitrification reactor is shown in Figure

4.13.

Figure 4.13 Simulink Block Diagram of the Integrated Nitrification
Reactor
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4.7 Gas‐ Liquid Separator
After wastewater has been treated by the nitrification reactor, it heads to
Gas‐Liquid Separator (GLS). It necessary to maintain the level of water in
the GLS to satisfy NPSH (net positive suction head) requirement of the
RO feed pump. The model for GLS is developed.
An unsteady‐state (dynamic) mass balance of the GLS is given as [12]:
dm
‐‐‐‐‐‐ = ∑ ρiFi (t) ‐ ∑ρjFj (t)
dt

(4.23)

where,
ρi – Inlet wastewater density, kg/m3
ρj – Outlet water density, kg/m3
Fi (t) – Total input to the GLS from the nitrification reactor, m3/sec
Fj (t) – Total output flow from the GLS, m3/sec
and Fj (t) = F1 (t) + F2 (t) ‐ Fgas(t)
where,
F1 (t) = Flow to the RO subsystem, m3/sec
F2 (t) = Flow to the Recycle pump, m3/sec

(4.24)
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dm
‐‐‐‐‐‐ = ρiFi (t) – ρ1F1 (t) – ρ2F2 (t)‐ (ρgas)Fgas(t)
dt

(4.25)

where,
ρ1 = Density of water pumped to the RO subsection
ρ2 = Density of water coming to the recycle pump
Also,
m = ρV

(4.26)

where,
ρ = Density of water in the GLS tank
V – Volume of fluid
d(ρV)
‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐
dt

d(ρAh)
‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐
dt

= ρiFi (t) – ρ1F1 (t) – ρ2F2 (t)‐ (ρgas)Fgas(t)

= ρiFi (t) – ρ1F1 (t) – ρ2F2 (t)‐ (ρgas)Fgas(t)

where,
A – cross‐sectional area of GLS
h ‐ level of water in GLS

(4.27)

(4.28)
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dh
ρ A ‐‐‐‐ = ρiFi (t) – ρ1F1 (t) – ρ2F2 (t)‐ (ρgas)Fgas(t)
dt

(4.29)

Taking the Laplace Transform, one obtains,

ρAs H(s) = ρiFi (s) – ρ1F1 (s) – ρ2F2 (s)‐ (ρgas)Fgas(s)

(4.30)

1
H(s) = ‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐ [ρiFi (s) – ρ1F1 (s) – ρ2F2 (s)‐ (ρgas)Fgas(s)]
ρAs

(4.31)

The flow to the Recycle Pump is represented:
Assuming no changes in the flow rates of purge and effluent streams.
‐ ρ2
H(s) = ‐‐‐‐‐‐‐ F2 (s)
ρAs

(4.32)

H(s)
‐1
‐‐‐‐‐‐ = ‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐
As
F2 (s)

(4.33)

We assume,
A = 8 m2
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H(s)
‐1
‐‐‐‐‐‐ = ‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐
F2 (s)
8s

(4.34)

Figure 4.14 Simulink Block Diagram of Gas‐Liquid Separator

4.8 Recycle Pump and Recycle Flow to the OCOR
The majority of water product (85%) present in the Gas‐Liquid
Separator (GLS) is recycled back to the OCOR through the Recycle pump.
To this recycled water, wastewater from feed tank (pumped using the
Feed Pump) is added, the combined stream is then directed to the OCOR.
The Feed pump, which pumps the water from wastewater feed tank,
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operates itself in four modes. Mode selection depends on the level of
water in the GLS. The flow rate of wastewater is different for each mode.
The water level must to be maintained in the GLS in order to satisfy the
NPSH (Net Positive Suction Head) requirement of the RO feed pump. The
dynamics of the recycle pump is modeled as shown in Figure 4.15.

Figure 4.15 Simulink Block Diagram for Recycle Flow and Recycle
Pump
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4.9 Feed Pump Modes
The feed pump operates in four modes depending on the level of water
in GLS. The symbol ‘qj’ is used to represent the feed pump modes, where
j = {1,2,3,4}
In each mode, the flow rate associated with the pump is different. The
dynamics are modeled as shown in Figure 4.16.

Table 4.1 Feed Pump Modes and Associated Flow Rates
Feed Pump Mode
q1=1
q2=2
q3=3
q4=4

Flow Rate
16 ml/min
8 ml/min
4 ml/min
32 ml/min
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Figure 4.16 Stateflow Block Diagram of Feed Pump Modes
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4.10 Nitrification Reactor – Model for Ammonium Nitrogen Removal

The nitrification process involves oxidation of ammonium ions [9]. The
process is comprised of oxidation in two steps. During the nitrification
process, the alkalinity of wastewater changes as the oxidation of
ammonium ions generates two hydrogen ions, which makes the
wastewater less alkaline. This change in alkalinity of wastewater and the
corresponding change in pH value can be expressed by the mathematical
relationship that relates influent ammonium ion concentration and
effluent ammonium ion concentration (both expressed in terms of mg/lit
of Nitrogen). Once the change in ammonium ion concentration (ΔNH4_N+)
is determined, one can then estimate the change in pH of the wastewater.
The overall nitrification reaction is [9]:
NH4+ + 2 O2 Æ

NO3‐ + 2 H+ + H2O

Thus, two H+ equivalents are released per mole of ammonium ion that is
nitrified.
The mathematical relationship between influent ammonium ion
concentration (No) and effluent ammonium ion concentration (Ne), is
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given in equation (4.26). This relationship was proposed by Adams and
Eckenfelder correlating the results of their bench‐scale investigations [11].
Ne
‐‐‐‐‐ = exp [(‐KN) (XV Th ‐ XL)]
No

(4.35)

where,
Ne = Influent ammonium ion concentration, mg/lit
No = Effluent ammonium ion concentration, mg/lit
XV = MLVSS (Mixed liquor volatile suspended solids) concentration in
the biological reactor, mg/lit, [11]
Th = Hydraulic residence time in the reactor, sec, [11]
XV = Xa + Xi

(4.36)

and
V
Th = ‐‐‐‐‐
Q
where,
Xa = active biomass in the nitrification reactor
Xi = inert biomass in the nitrification reactor

(4.37)
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V = upstream velocity of wastewater
Q = Volumetric feed flow rate of wastewater
The active biomass in the nitrification reactor is mathematically
expressed as [11]:
1
Xa = Y(S – S) ‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐
1 + b Th
0

(4.38)

where,
Y – True yield coefficient for cell synthesis
S0 – Substrate concentration in influent
S – Substrate concentration in the reactor
b ‐ decay coefficient

Inert biomass in the nitrification reactor can be mathematically expressed
as [11]:
Xi = Xi0 + Xa (1 – fd) b Th

(4.39)

Xi0 = Influent inert
fd =Fraction of biodegradable active biomass
Based on the availability of the data, one can simulate equations (4.35),
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(4.36) and (4.37) in MATLAB. Further, the parameters, KN and XV, are
determined from the graph. The procedure to plot this graph is explained
in detail in [11] (page 545). From this simulation, the effluent ammonium
ion concentration can be calculated and then the change in ammonium ion
concentration is determined. Since two H+ equivalents are released per
mole of ammonium ion that is nitrified, one can then calculate the
corresponding change in H+ concentration. This serves as an indicator of
the change in pH value of the wastewater.

CHAPTER V
MODELING OF THE REVERSE OSMOSIS SUBSYSTEM

5.1 Introduction to Osmosis
Osmosis is the movement of a solvent through a semi‐permeable
membrane (as in a living cell) into a solution of higher solute
concentration that tends to equalize the concentrations of solute on the
two sides of the membrane. It can also be defined as diffusion of
molecules through a semi permeable membrane from a region of higher
concentration to a region of lower concentration until the concentration on
both sides is equal. Osmosis is a fundamental process in all biological
systems. It is applied to water purification, desalination, waste material
treatment, and many other chemical and biochemical laboratory and
industrial processes [14].
In reverse osmosis, the direction of water flow through the membrane
can be reversed by proper control of the external pressure on the solution.
When two water (or other solvent) volumes are separated by a semi
permeable membrane, water will flow from the region of low solute
79
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concentration to the region of high solute concentration, with the
application of external pressure [14].

5.2 Concept of Reverse Osmosis
In reverse osmosis, the basic idea is to use the semi‐permeable
membrane to act like an extremely fine filter to create drinkable water
from contaminated water. The contaminated water is put on one side of
the membrane and pressure is applied to stop and then reverse the natural
osmosis process.
Reverse Osmosis is the most commonly used membrane separation
process for potable water treatment. Reverse Osmosis is capable of
rejecting contaminants or particles with diameters as small as 0.01 μm. It
can be described as a diffusion‐controlled process in that mass transfer of
ions through the membrane is controlled [15].
In the BWP, if one applies pressure greater than the osmotic pressure
across the membrane module in the RO subsystem, then reverse osmosis
occurs. Fresh water will pass through the membrane and leave the
concentrated brine behind the membrane.
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Reverse Osmosis is depicted in Figure 5.1 [15].

Figure 5.1 The concept of Reverse Osmosis [15]

At equilibrium [15]:
Δ h = Δ π = π2 – π1

(5.1)

where,
Δ h = differential head
Δ π = differential osmotic pressure

If pressure Δ π is imposed on solution of greater solute concentration,
the water will cease to flow. If a pressure greater than Δ π is imposed on
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the solution of greater concentration, the water will flow from the region
of high solute concentration to the region of low solute concentration.
This phenomenon is called reverse osmosis.
The rate of water flow is a function of the applied pressure, the
differential osmotic pressure between solutions, the area and
characteristics of the membrane and the temperature of the solution [15].
5.3 Modeling the Reverse Osmosis Process
The following equations are used to describe performance of
membrane. The rate of water passing through the membrane is defined as
[15]:

Qw =
where,

Kw (ΔP ‐ Δ π)A
---------------------------T

Qw = mass flow rate of water through membrane, kg/sec
Kw = membrane permeability coefficient
ΔP = hydraulic pressure differential across membrane, Pa
Δ π = Osmotic pressure differential across membrane, Pa

(5.2)
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A= membrane surface area, m2
T = membrane thickness, m
According to equation (5.2), the rate of water passing through the
membrane is proportional to the differential pressure across the
membrane.
The rate at which salt passes through the membrane is defined as [15]:

Ks (ΔC)A
Qs = ‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐
T

(5.3)

where,
Qs = flow rate of salt through the membrane
Ks = membrane permeability coefficient for salt
ΔC = salt concentration differential across membrane
T = membrane thickness, m

The membrane’s pure water permeability constant (A) is a measure of
the membrane porosity and the solvent flux through the membrane (NB)
[15],
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PWP
A = ‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐
[(MB)(S) ( 3600) (P)]

NB = A [P – π(Xa2) + π(Xa3)]

(5.4)

(5.5)

where,
A = pure water permeability constant (measure of membrane porosity)
PWP = pure water permeation flux, kg/hr‐m2
MB = molecular weight of water
S = membrane surface area, m2
P = operating pressure, Pa
NB = solvent flux through the membrane, kgmole H2O/ m2‐sec
K= mass transfer coefficient of high pressure side of membrane, m/sec
Xa = mole fraction of solute

The Recovery is defined as [15]:

Y=

where,

100 (Qp)
‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐
Qf

(5.6)
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Y = % conversion
Qp = product water flow rate, m3/sec
Qf = feed water flow rate, m3/sec

The RO subsystem of the WRS is operated in three different modes.
Primary, Secondary and Purge. The dynamics of these three modes of
the RO subsystem are captured using Stateflow and the continuous
dynamics in each mode can be described using above equations. The
actual models in MATLAB are developed based on the availability of the
necessary modeling data.

CHAPTER VI
CONCLUSION AND SCOPE OF FUTURE WORK
6.1 BWP as a Complete Subsystem
The individual units (Simulink block diagrams) of the BWP are
combined into a single subsystem the complete subsystem is simulated in
MATLAB. The BWP is the first subsystem of the WRS to process
wastewater and the input applied to the BWP is the flow rate of
wastewater (Qw). The wastewater is fed to the BWP from main feed tank
with a flow rate 16 ml/min. The selection of the wastewater flow rate from
main feed tank is done based on the required water level to be maintained
in the GLS. The wastewater flow rate, Qw = 16 ml/min, is the input applied
to the BWP subsystem in order to observe the BWP dynamics.
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The block diagram of BWP is shown in Figure 6.1

Figure 6.1 Simulink Block Diagram for the Biological Water Processor

The following parameters of BWP are considered as the primary
indicators of BWP dynamics.
Pressure drop across OCOR (∆POCOR)
Pressure drop across nitrification reactor (∆PN)
Nitrifier flow rate (QN)
Recycled flow (QRECYCLE)
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Total flow to the OCOR (QTOTAL)
GLS level (HGLS)
Feed pump modes (qj)

6.2 Simulation Results and Conclusions
Pressure Drop across OCOR (∆POCOR)

∆POCOR (psi)

Time(sec)
Figure 6.2 Plot of Pressure Drop across OCOR Vs. Time for the
Wastewater Flow Rate = 16 ml/min

The pressure drop across OCOR (∆POCOR) varies between 0‐3.5 psi. It
is primarily a function of the total flow rate to OCOR. Any sudden,
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sustained increase in the value ∆POCOR is an indicative of the clogging
of packed bed (due to inorganic impurities, which might be present in
the wastewater) and as a result, it is an important parameter for
developing fault‐adaptive model for BWP.

Pressure drop across Nitrification Reactor (∆PN)

∆PN (psi)

Time (sec)
Figure 6.3 Plot of Pressure Drop across Nitrification Reactor Vs. Time for
the Wastewater Flow Rate =16 ml/min

The pressure drop across the nitrification reactor (ΔPN) is primarily a
function of biofilm thickness Lf. As nitrification reaction proceeds, biofilm
thickness is gradually decreased and more diameter is made available for
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wastewater flow (D_Flow =D_tube – 2Lf), as D_tube is a constant (3.2 mm).
This results in gradual increase in the pressure drop across the
nitrification reactor.
Any sudden, sustained change in (ΔPN) implies either clogging of
nitrifier tubes (made up of polypropylene) or leakage in them. This
parameter also plays an extremely crucial role for synthesizing fault
detection and isolation strategy for BWP.

Nitrifier Flow Rate (QN)

QN (m3/s)

Time (sec)
Figure 6.4 Plot of Nitrifier Flow rate Vs. Time for the Wastewater
Flow Rate = 16 ml/min
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Recycle Flow (QRECYCLE)

QRECYCLE (m3/s)

Time(sec)

Figure 6.5 Plot of Recycle Flow Vs. Time for the Wastewater Flow
Rate = 16 ml/min
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GLS Level (HGLS)

Level (m)

Time(sec)
Figure 6.6 Plot of Gas‐Liquid Separator Level Vs. Time for the
Wastewater Flow Rate = 16 ml/min
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Feed Pump Modes (qj)
Feed Pump Modes

Time(sec)
Figure 6.7 Plot of Feed Pump Modes Vs. Time for the Wastewater
Flow Rate = 16 ml/min

As we can see that, during the process GLS level never exceeds the
value 0.350 m ; feed pump mode remains qj = 1 throughout. Following are
the few important parameters of Nitrification Process. We simulate them
for both the inputs we selected.
Biofilm Thickness (Lf)
Total Mass Flux (G)
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Biofilm Thickness (Lf)

Biofilm Thickness (μm)

Time(sec)
Figure 6.8 Plot of Biofilm Thickness Vs. Time for the Wastewater Flow
Rate = 16 ml/min

Biofilm thickness (Lf) plays critical role in overall dynamics of
nitrification reactor. It is considered as one of the important biological
indicators of nitrification process. As the nitrification reaction proceeds,
microorganisms consume substrate and this results in reduction of biofilm
thickness. Finally, consumption rate of substrate and cell synthesis reaches
an equilibrium at which biofilm thickness tends to become constant. Initial
value of biofilm thickness is observed to be 0.1 μm and as nitrification
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reaction proceeds the value settles down around 0.05 μm.

Total Mass Flux (G)

Total Mass Flux (G)

Time(sec)
Figure 6.9 Plot of Total Mass Flux Vs. Time for the Wastewater Flow
Rate = 16 ml/min

6.3 Scope of Future Work
Based on developed model of the BWP, the scope of future work can
be visualized in the following areas.
-

Developing models for RO , AES and PPS of WRS

-

Modeling Subsystem Interactions
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-

Fault Adaptive Modeling of WRS

-

Development of Control Algorithm for ALS

6.3.1 Developing Models for RO, AES and PPS
In order to simulate the complete WRS, models for RO, AES and PPS
must be developed. All three subsystems involve semi continuous
operations in modes and exhibit discrete event behavior. MATLAB based
models for these subsystems can be developed using Stateflow
presuming that necessary data for modeling is available.
6.3.2 Modeling Subsystem Interactions
In order to capture the dynamics of the WRS more precisely,
interactions between the WRS and other subsystems must be modeled.
The first step is to identify the interactions with other subsystems. For
example, the nitrification process, occurring in the BWP of the WRS, is an
oxidation process, which needs oxygen to convert ammonium ions to
nitrite and then to nitrate ions. Oxygen required for this process is
generated and provided by the ARS. Also, the WRS provides potable
water to other subsystems (e.g. crop growing subsystem), the
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dynamics of which can be captured while modeling the interactions of the
WRS.
6.3.3 Fault Adaptive Modeling of the WRS
It is the primary requirement that operation of the WRS onboard takes
place with minimum crew intervention. Moreover, the WRS is the critical
subsystem among other subsystems of the ALS as it regenerates potable
water, which is utilized for various purposes onboard. It is required then
that the WRS operates with a high degree of reliability. Control decisions
must be made to overcome any faulty conditions when they arise in the
WRS. Indeed, fault detection and isolation is required. To satisfy this
requirement, fault‐adaptive model for WRS can be developed. The fault‐
adaptive modeling approach is explained in detail in [17],[18] and [19].

6.3.4 Development of Control Algorithm for ALS
An efficient control algorithm development for the ALS System is a
crucial factor for a long duration, manned space exploration [20]. Given
the complexity and hybrid nature of the developed subsystem models of
the ALS, control algorithm development cannot be completely made
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based on traditional control engineering techniques. The various
approaches for synthesizing a control algorithm for the ALS are discussed
in [17] and [20].
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